MR Protocols for Lower Extremity

Protocol with IMG Number

15068  Pelvis Ortho without IV Contrast  15160  Sacrum Infection without and with Gad IV
15066  Pelvis Infection without and with Gad IV  15162  Sacrum Tumor without and with Gad IV
15069  Pelvis Tumor without and with Gad IV  15159  Lumbosacral Plexus / Sacroiliitis without and with Gad IV
15215  Pelvis Pubalgia without IV Contrast

15031  Hip without IV Contrast  Without and with Gad IV  15232  With Gad IV  15037
15033  Hip Infection without and with Gad IV
15036  Hip Tumor without and with Gad IV
15035  Hip Osteonecrosis without IV Contrast

15131  Thigh without IV Contrast  Without and with Gad IV  15236  With Gad IV  15132
15128  Thigh Infection without and with Gad IV
15130  Thigh Tumor without and with Gad IV

15030  Hamstring Proximal without IV Contrast
15029  Hamstring Distal without IV Contrast

15041  Knee without IV Contrast  Without and with Gad IV  15233  With Gad IV  15043
15039  Knee Infection without and with Gad IV
15042  Knee Tumor without and with Gad IV
15323  Knee Patellar Dislocation without IV Contrast

15048  Tibial Stress Fracture without IV Contrast
15234  Lower Leg without IV Contrast  Without and with Gad IV  15235  With Gad IV  15049
15045  Lower Leg Infection without and with Gad IV
15047  Lower Leg Tumor without and with Gad IV

12951  Ankle without IV Contrast  Without and with Gad IV  15229  With Gad IV  12953
12949  Ankle Infection without and with Gad IV
12952  Ankle Tumor without and with Gad IV
12948  Ankle Achilles without IV Contrast

15019  Foot without IV Contrast  Without and with Gad IV  15230  With Gad IV  15023
15020  Forefoot Stress Fracture without IV Contrast
15403  Hindfoot Stress Fracture without IV Contrast
15022  Forefoot Infection without and with Gad IV
15401  Midfoot Infection without and with Gad IV
15400  Hindfoot Infection without and with Gad IV
15021  Foot Tumor without and with Gad IV
15208  Foot Lisfranc Injury without IV Contrast
15209  Foot Turf Toe without IV Contrast

12956  Hip Arthrogram
12957  Knee Arthrogram
12821  Ankle Arthrogram
MSK Section MR Orderables with IMG Numbers for Lower Extremity

12905  MR Thigh
12858  MR Hip Joint
12822  MR Arthrogram Hip
12856  MR Hamstring
12860  MR Knee Joint
12823  MR Arthrogram Knee
12914  MR Lower Leg
12819  MR Ankle Joint
12820  MR Arthrogram Ankle
12855  MR Foot
15205  MR Foot Lisfranc Injury
15209  MR Foot Turf Toe